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Germany has a healthcare system using sophisticated technologies. But the sector-oriented service structures and pillars of our healthcare system are also reflected in the area of ICT. In the German healthcare system every institution in itself is an isolated solution, partially in line with the latest scientific research, but singular. As a rule, the limits of information technology are reached where the economic and business capacities of one’s own institution are exhausted.

Therefore the existing solutions regularly have to cope with the problem of incompatibility, only in exceptional cases there is a well functioning interoperability. Consequently, the essential advantage of telematics, which is in particular the use of synergistic benefits, is given away. Also the advantages offered by disease management programmes which do not focus on the structures of services but on persons, could still be consolidated by digital documentation covering and connecting a broad range of institutions.

Therefore both the infrastructural conditions for the use of telematics have to be improved and also important key applications such as the electronic prescription have to be boosted. By introducing the new electronic health card, the nationwide use of health telematics in Germany can be promoted. The activities of the Federal Government and the legislation initiated within the scope of the Act on the Modernization of the Statutory Health Insurance (Health Reform 2003) serve these improvements.

The Federal Government is striving for a nationwide and cross-institutional networked use of information technologies.

The resolution unanimously adopted at the 75th Conference of Health Ministers in 2002 showed that nowadays the stakeholders consider telematics to be generally indispensable. For the first time the provision of quality-assured health information e.g. by establishing health information portals for the general public is formulated as a public function of the Federal Government and the Länder.

The Working Group of the Federal Government and the Länder on Telematics in Health Care has been commissioned to develop, in co-operation with the Federal Ministry of Health and Social Security, a national strategy for the nationwide and interoperable use of health telematics applications, connected with a binding plan describing the steps of implementation. This is a joint task of the Federal Government, the Federal Länder and the self-governing bodies in the healthcare system (Selbstverwaltung).

To this end, the basis of the Federal Government’s work will be the agreement reached with the central organisations in the healthcare system on a joint action for the further development of telematics. In their declaration of 3rd May 2002 the Federal Ministry of Health (and Social Security) and the central associations of self-administration committed themselves “to develop a new infrastructure for telematics on the basis of a general framework architecture, to improve and/or introduce the electronic communication (electronic prescription, electronic discharge letter by the physician) and to introduce the former health insurance card as an electronic health card in the future”. The stakeholders agreed that they wanted to find joint solutions to further details, functionalities, standardization, and financing because of the common benefit to be expected.

For this purpose a Steering Group on Telematics has been established where all stakeholders involved are represented, ranging from the Federal Government Commissioner for Matters related to Disabled Persons via the Data Protection Commissioner, the self-governing bodies, the patients’ representatives up to scientists. Its tasks include the formation of political consensus and the
development of a national strategy for the use of health telematics.

These measures are accompanied by activities of the Action Forum on Health Telematics and of the German industry, and furthermore by research and pilot projects of the Federal Ministries of Education and Research and of Health and Social Security which will develop and test approaches to solutions in specified problem areas. This includes the prerequisites for quality-assured health information portals for the general public on the Internet. A particular important measure is the funding of the fundamental project of IT architecture: “bIT4health – better IT for better health”.

The German activities are connected with the European agreements to establish infrastructures for health telematics (eEurope 2002 and eEurope2005 Action Plans).

- The objective is the standardization of a communication infrastructure based on a harmonized framework of IT architecture promoting competition. The electronic health card has an important role as a flagship project in building up an infrastructure for telematics.
- In 2006, 80 millions of electronic health cards, giving also access to medical data, are to be distributed to persons insured under the statutory and private health insurance scheme.
- The use of the electronic health card is linked with an electronic health professional card (HPC). A corresponding initiative has been launched by the Laender for this purpose – parallel to the activities of the German Medical Association. By the year 2006 about 300,000 HPCs with a digital signature could be distributed.
- As of 2006 it will be feasible to electronically deal with about 750 million prescriptions every year. Since the electronic prescription offers the opportunity of connecting the drug documentation with drug information systems, the side effects and undesirable interactions of pharmaceutical products can be considerably reduced. In conjunction with the drug documentation the electronic prescription will lead to an improved supply of pharmaceutical products and to annual savings amounting to more than 1 billion euro.

- The electronic prescription is also meant to support the electronic commerce with pharmaceutical products in Germany and other states of the European Economic Area, which will become possible as of 1st January 2004.
- The electronic health card is the lead-in to the electronic patient record.
- The distribution is connected with the introduction of the European health insurance card (carried on the reverse side substitute for the European health insurance certificate E-111. In a first step, the card will be issued in an “eye-readable format” but offering the possibility of integrating electronic data sets. By the year 2008 decisions are foreseen on the transition to an electronic health card. The decisions reached in Seville and the eEurope 2005 Action Plan envisage the extension to further functionalities, e.g. the storage of emergency medical data and the accessibility of electronic patient records.).

Infrastructure and framework architecture of telematics

The systems which are used also have to be capable of communicating electronically. A prerequisite for this is the concept of a general structural framework of telematics and an adequately integrated security infrastructure.

“bIT4health – better IT for better health” – this was the approach by the Federal Ministry of Health and Social Security when the task of providing support for the introduction of the electronic health card was launched. Its objective is the lasting standardization of an information structure,
based on a harmonized sustainable architecture of telematics. The results should be generally valid and should be neither affecting competition nor depend on the respective product. A migration concept is being developed for the procedures and components so far. In this way the ability to plan sustainable and to achieve added values is assured for all stakeholders.

The foundations have already been laid by European projects as e.g. TrustHealth and PICNIC as well as by recommendations on telematics by the German industry. Groundwork was also done by Teletrust e.V., the working groups of “BundOnline” and the Action Forum on Health Telematics. The existing activities have to be closely interlinked with one another. All decisions within this project should be made in transparency and be discussed with the authoritative partners of industry and the self-governing bodies. The final agreement on a framework architecture for telematics in the German healthcare system is to be reached within the Steering Group and according to § 291a SBG V.

Electronic health card

In his policy statement of 14th March 2003 – accompanying the “agenda 2010” – the Federal Chancellor Gerhard Schröder acknowledged “that we have not fully exhausted the potential inherent in a modernization of communication technology in the health service”. In this connection he announced that in addition to the electronic patient record, an electronic health card is to be introduced by 1st January 2006. Now that the Act on the Modernization of the Statutory Health Insurance has been adopted by the Bundestag and the Bundesrat, the legal basis for realizing this project definitely exists.

Electronic health cards and HPCs will become the electronic keys for the cross-institutional co-operation of the stakeholders in healthcare, interlinking more than 80 million patients with about 270,000 physicians, 77,000 dentists, 2000 hospitals, 22,000 pharmacies and more than 300 health insurance funds.

In its function as a second generation patient chip card, the electronic health card is going to replace the now available electronic health insurance card. Its technology and functions will be extended and it shall be offered to the insured persons for use as a health card.

For this purpose it is necessary to arrange the health card as a microprocessor card which is suitable for electronic identification, encryption and digital signature. In this way the best possible reliability and security of the data can be guaranteed.

As a rule, the use of the new card as a health card shall be voluntary. This means that every insured person will receive a new electronic health card with its administrative functions, but it will be left to his/her discretion whether he/she wants to make use of the additional functions, i.e. the medicinal part, or not. The use of the administrative part of the electronic prescription shall become obligatory.

The electronic health card has a particular significance for enhancing links between the patients’ data which are distributed and documented at different places. In its function as a link between the electronic prescription and the electronic patient record it does not only improve the emergency medical treatment and/or the drug and therapy safety. New applications of telematics are being developed and/or may occur.

The electronic health card is a communications interface between the various bodies responsible within the German healthcare system – in the patients’ hands. Holding their cards and on the basis of their authorization they are deciding themselves on whether and which additional information is stored and who may be given the right to access. The implementation of their already existing rights to have access to the documentation themselves and to receive hard-copy printouts and/or copies of it, will be facilitated. In connection with their personal signature card bearing a qualified signature, they may also handle their personal data or data made available to them by their physicians in a particular personal folder. For data protection controls every access is recorded and the last 50 ones are stored.

One of the essential preconditions for the acceptance of the card is a convincing data security concept. During the last legislative term the amendment of the Digital Signa-
ture Act provided an important prerequisite for a secure communication within the healthcare system. Apart from a few controlled exceptions, the use of the electronic health card shall, as a rule, only be possible in connection with a health professional card (HPC) bearing a qualified digital signature.

Electronic patient record

The electronic health card serves as the basis and thus also as a lead-in to other applications of telematics, as e.g. the electronic patient record.

Within an infrastructure of telematics and on a medium-term basis, the electronic patient record is an important patient-related information link for the various bodies responsible for healthcare in the outpatient, in-patient, rehabilitation and nursing care sector. It provides for the informational basis for integrated healthcare and disease management programmes. Thus far there are only isolated solutions and proprietary offers – both at national and also at European level. At European level, however, the concepts are currently being driven by the initiative “EUREC” (European Medical Record) with the participation of the German industry and by the work of the Action Forum on Health Telematics.

Yet, important aspects of data protection have to be settled. The rights of access to patients’ data being stored in various places but virtually integrated in the electronic patient record have to be defined. To this end, new IT solutions are being developed which have to be extended. In this connection the civil liberties of the patients to the protection of their data have to be balanced with their right of the best possible treatment. In this context the introduction of the voluntary concept of the electronic health card is a pragmatic intermediary step emphasizing the patients’ rights with regard to control over and release of their medical data.

Electronic prescription

In today’s processes the prescription undergoes several expensive discontinuities of media. The largest part of the about 750 million prescriptions per year is issued by PC, then, however, they are printed for the patients. Later on the pharmacies pass the paper prints to their data processing centres for scanning and for the purpose of reimbursement by digital processing and from there they are sent to the health insurance funds.

The electronic prescription improves both, the writing and issuing of the doctor’s prescription and also the subsequent processing and accounting procedures. To this extent the electronic prescription is an example of best practice of a telematics application which pays its way economically, even in the short term.

The interaction of drug documentation and drug information systems decisively improves the quality of treatment. Undesired side-effects can be avoided more easily and personal incompatibilities can be taken into consideration.

At the same time a more efficient and rapid communication between physicians, pharmacies and health insurance funds becomes possible – without discontinuities of media. By inclusion of all stakeholders of healthcare, the electronic prescription is therefore attributed a key role in the introduction of information and communication technologies in healthcare.

Evaluation, transparency

In view of the increasing relevance of IT applications in healthcare, adequate framework conditions for introducing further applications of telematics have to be developed and stipulated. Prior to the selection of concrete telematics applications and systems they have to be evaluated on a technical, economic and medical background (HTA). Surveys on procedures applied in practice or still being developed have to be elaborated and assessed systematically (determination and selection of best practices). As a basis on the way to this end, the “TELA” database is currently being established in co-operation with the Federal Laender and harmonized with the corresponding European activities of the eEurope 2002 Action Plan. It shall be made available to the general public and accompany the development of evaluation procedures for telematics applications.
Patient empowerment

With the increasing use of the Internet the patients can be given opportunities of information connected with a rapid, simple and low-cost access to medical knowledge, in the interest of an improved health promotion and preventive healthcare. At the same time, however, the risks of health information imparted via the Web are growing, since to a large degree its quality and reliability are beyond any regulatory influence. Top quality information as well as dubious publications, useful pieces of advice as well as dangerous recommendations can be found there. At the same time the Web technology serves as a basis for new forms of commercial offers (e-commerce) and new possibilities for the arrangement of product-related advertising (interactivity, linking, combination of advertising messages with reliable health information).

Well-established methods of quality controlled publication are working to an only very limited extent on the Internet. The more important are those procedures of quality assurance which develop efficient quality seals for the orientation of Web users. In the interest of the patients, the origin of recommendations has to be transparent on the one hand, and their medical reliability has to be ensured on the other hand.

The "eEurope 2002" Action Plan has created a European framework by elaborating a key set of common quality criteria.

At the same time the Federal Government initiated the Action Forum for Health Information Systems (AFGIS) where in the meantime more than 150 suppliers of health information services, bodies responsible for health education as well as institutions and organizations in the fields of consumer and patient protection as well as of quality assurance have joined to build up a quality network. In this way reliable health information on various topics is available to both, the health professions and also to the patients.

The standards and structures for quality assurance and quality control which have been developed in the AFGIS working groups receive considerable attention at an international level, too. When the EU quality criteria for health-related Web sites were elaborated, AFGIS participated as a non-governmental organization on behalf of the Federal Republic of Germany. The transparency criteria adopted by AFGIS correspond to the European quality criteria recommended for health-related Web sites. Therefore the Federal Government continues to support the application of this model scheme in the appropriate EU committees.

Moreover, there are endeavours to develop and test the conditions and structures for a public health portal of the Federal Government operationalizing the criteria of AFGIS for a central public health portal.

In this way IT is now ready to serve as the major tool for the modernization of the German Healthcare System, improving quality and efficiency at the same time, within a new eHealth environment.
Research studies conducted in 2003 for Health Information Network Europe (HINE)* revealed a number of major concerns relating to healthcare IT policy areas in Europe. These included:

- discrete and outmoded government policies;
- little enthusiasm for providing central IT funding;
- predominance of ageing legacy systems in hospitals;
- little provision for integrated shared infrastructure;
- lack of large scale competitive service suppliers;
- problems with access, control and distribution of data.

Despite this, there are many signs that the healthcare IT market is at a critical flexing point with a period of substantial change expected over the coming years. This paper discusses the current situation for healthcare IT in Europe and the immediate prospects for change.

European healthcare IT facing period of unprecedented expansion

Over 25 years, healthcare has fallen progressively behind other service sectors in terms of relative levels of IT investment. Deployment of IT in many sectors has delivered major transformational change together with significant improvements in the personal productivity of service providers. These changes are reflected in many facets of modern society, and provoke the question: “Why has this not happened in healthcare?”

The answer lies partly in the nature of healthcare business processes themselves and partly in the delayed impact of consumer-based demand for improved healthcare services. Healthcare is one of the last great “unreconstructed” industry sectors in the Western World. Despite deploying amazing leading edge technologies in medical practice, basic service delivery concepts have remained effectively unchanged for 1000 years.

Healthcare business process differs fundamentally from other service industries. It is significantly more complex – and less amenable to a conventional systems approach. Personal health data is unusually voluminous, difficult to collect and changes over time. As medical technology has advanced, the process “components” that make up the full continuum of care have increased in number and sophistication.

Despite heroic efforts to cost justify higher expenditure, typical European investment levels in healthcare IT have remained static at around 1% of total revenue. Now, in the USA and Europe, a new set of common political imperatives is driving demands for additional funding to establish effective healthcare IT infrastructures:

- pressure to secure acceptable levels of patient safety;
- expectation of “consumer-type” access to health services;
- need for radical improvements in service productivity;
- impact of increasing complexity of healthcare processes.

These developments will generate unprecedented expansion in healthcare IT, with European eHealth expenditure predicted to approach 50 billion per annum by the end of this decade.
Demographic time bomb ticking for healthcare services

Increased life expectancy and lower birth rates have changed the balance between working (young) and retired (old) people. As average ages of the population increase, more and more elderly people are expected to survive for significant periods (tens of years) with medical conditions that require multiple medication and healthcare interventions. Latest population forecasts indicate that the number of retired and chronically sick people in Europe will exceed the working population by 2020.

Apart from the potential cost of dealing with this increase in demand for healthcare services, there is an even more serious problem in terms of lack of people (at whatever cost) to deliver services in the way to which we have become accustomed. These problems manifest themselves not only in failure of health provider systems to meet growing demand, but also in increasing consumer dissatisfaction with the quality and effectiveness of the sub-optimal services now being delivered.

Increasing clinical complexity driving need for IT support

To compound the problem, medical practice is growing exponentially more complex – with no sign of slowing. Coping with these changes presents a big challenge to individual clinicians (assimilating huge amounts of essential information) and healthcare enterprises (integrating interdependent services of many different healthcare professionals).

These challenges are typified by point of care IT support for electronic prescribing (EP). EP is considered a good measure of “gold standard” healthcare IT in the acute hospital sector. Current USA emphasis on reducing avoidable medication errors has generated a boom market for Computerised Physician Order Entry (CPOE) that will be replicated in European markets.

Prescribing processes in the USA are different from those in Europe. US clinicians enter prescriptions as notes in the patient record and then pharmacists transcribe these into the Medication Administration Record (MAR). Specific medication orders are supplied in individual packaging for each dose rather than as a bulk pack for distribution from ward stocks. In this respect, both legal status and supply processes are different.

There is a potential opportunity to break these processes down into a more configurable approach where the same software components are appropriate for worldwide prescribing needs.

Medico-legal issues impacting European healthcare market

With widespread adoption of classic consumer attitudes towards healthcare delivery, there has been a rapid growth in European medical litigation. Given the alarming increase in adverse medical incidents (medication errors already result in deaths on a scale approaching that attributable to motor accidents), the rise in litigation levels is hardly surprising.

Other industries would be neither prepared, nor allowed, to accept this level of malfunction in critical and potentially life threatening circumstances. Industries such as air travel, motor manufacture and food distribution have had to learn how to cope...
with management of quality and risk to acceptable and sustainable levels in the face of rapidly growing mass markets. European Governments are now becoming aware of the scale of this problem in healthcare, and more effective deployment of IT support is seen as an essential ingredient for improving patient safety.

Use of electronic communication of orders for tests and procedures, in conjunction with standard order sets, profiles of care and clinical governance protocols not only reduces the risk of adverse medical incidents but also improves productivity and supply chain efficiency. Legal precedent indicates that courts are prepared to accept electronic data from order communication systems as evidence of compliance with best practice. Clinicians are also becoming aware of the potential personal benefits of practising in an institution where clinical governance and operational best practice are built into corporate computer systems.

**Radical improvements being demanded in healthcare productivity**

Experience in other comparable service industry sectors indicates that effective deployment of IT support at the point of care is a key requirement in order to achieve really big increases in productivity. For these service industries, commodity networking and communication technologies, together with growth of the Internet and associated technologies, have revolutionised service delivery and enabled transformational change. If similar pressures for change and productivity improvement in healthcare delivery are to be met, a step change in the level of IT investment and the delivery capability of industry is required during the next decade.

Current emphasis on discrete IT solutions at the point of care addresses a perceived need for more "better" clinical systems. But this has led to replication and support of existing processes, rather than utilising full strategic capabilities of IT for enabling transformational change. It has proved consistently difficult to cost justify IT investment at the current sub-optimal level and there is clear evidence that substantially higher investment is required to generate significant returns in terms of greater productivity and better value for money as reflected in scope and quality of healthcare services.

However, the current structure of healthcare IT markets in the Europe has given cause for concern on several different fronts:

- lack of large scale well financed suppliers of healthcare enterprise systems;
- problems with growth and profitability for innovative small-scale suppliers of specialist clinical systems;
- difficulties for major technology vendors in working through specialist healthcare solution IT suppliers as distribution channels;
- challenge to identify appropriate funding sources for shared ICT infrastructure at regional or national level;
- reluctance of healthcare users to deploy high level strategic and change management support;
- failure to engage necessary resources for large-scale technical integration and project management.

While traditional healthcare IT suppliers are struggling with integration at the healthcare enterprise level, European Governments are now working directly with technology suppliers to focus on integration between different enterprises within healthcare communities at regional, national or even international level. Progressive globalisation of IT and telecommunications industries – and also pharmaceutical and medical device suppliers – is helping drive demand for larger scale integration. Electronic patient records (EPR) represent a pivotal application enabling patient information to be shared between different authorised users – including patients themselves.

**Governments taking action to develop eHealth infrastructures**

The need for urgent action to stimulate IT investment in healthcare is now focused
clearly on the role of Government in dealing with provision of universal access to shared Healthcare IT infrastructure. The political imperatives are clear – and beginning to be recognised on a worldwide scale. Because of its political structure, Europe is uniquely positioned to take a strategic lead in this important aspect of the eHealth market. In addition to active programmes for promotion of specific telehealth applications, Europe also has unique industry strengths in telecommunications, biotechnology and diagnostic devices.

But healthcare is rapidly becoming a global industry, and Europe can no longer expect to act in isolation from other leading markets, notably the USA. The challenge, therefore, is to engage effectively with European and global industry representatives to ensure that Europe is properly equipped to take maximum advantage from emerging eHealth technologies and solutions. This involves high-level collaboration with leading industrial organisations that have the financial and technological strength to tackle intransigent structural and cultural problems in healthcare delivery.

To meet these challenges, European Governments need clarity and confidence in areas of:

- strategic future vision for eHealth;
- plans for modernising care delivery;
- identification of operational benefits;
- incentives for transformational change;
- understanding of infrastructure needs;
- effective partnerships with industry;
- awareness of global market trends;
- acceptance of need for market diversity;
- cross-agency policy collaboration;
- willingness to invest adequate funds.

However, time is not on our side if the demographic challenge is going to be met. Complex healthcare systems will require 10 years for effective implementation – and 2020 is only 15 years away. Now is the time for action, and the immediate need is to identify practical short-term steps that will make a positive contribution towards long-term transitional strategies – and then provide the political leadership to ensure they are put into effect.
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